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With years of experience in production Zhongyuan® Mattress Foam Color, Ningbo Zhongyuan
Pigment Co.,Ltd. can supply a wide range of Mattress Foam Color. High quality Mattress Foam
Color can meet many applications, if you need, please get our online timely service about Mattress
Foam Color. In addition to the product list below, you can also customize your own unique Mattress
Foam Color according to your specific needs.

Summary:

Factory supplied China Zhongyuan® Mattress Foam Color Used in flexible continue mattress foam,
Organic Pigment dispersed in a polyether Polyol. typical applications is PU flexible foam. Aprication
in Furniture, Auto industry…

Every single member from our large efficiency profits team values customers' requirements and
organization communication for Factory source China Elastomer Mattress Foam Polyether Polyol for
Plastic Runway, We believe we'll become a leader in building and producing top quality
merchandise in the two Chinese and international markets. We hope to cooperate with much more
close friends for mutual gains. Factory source China "Mattress Foam, Polyether Polyol, Satisfaction
and good credit to every customer is our priority. We focus on every detail of order processing for
customers till they have received safe and sound solutions with good logistics service and
economical cost. Depending on this, our merchandise are sold very well in the countries in Africa,
the Mid-East and Southeast Asia.

Along with the "Client-Oriented" enterprise philosophy, a rigorous high-quality control process,
superior production products along with a robust R&D group, we constantly deliver premium quality
products, exceptional solutions and aggressive costs for Factory supplied China Mattress Foam
Color, Welcomes all overseas friends and merchants to establish collaboration with us. We will
provide you with honest, high quality and efficient service to meet your requirements.

Mattress Foam Color

Zhongyuan® Mattress Foam Color from our factory
with low price Used in flexible continue mattress foam,
Organic Pigment dispersed in a polyether Polyol.
typical applications is PU flexible foam. Aprication in
Furniture, Auto industry…
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Factory supplied China Mattress Foam Color, Our focus on product quality, innovation, technology
and customer service has made us one of undisputed leaders worldwide in the field. Bearing the
concept of "Quality First, Customer Paramount, Sincerity and Innovation" in our mind, We have
achieved great progress in the past years. Clients are welcomed to buy our standard merchandise,
or send us requests. You will probably be impressed by our quality and price. You should contact us
now!

Mattress Foam Color Detail:

Color is a powerful marketing tool，Identify your product's market position， distinguish different is
kinds foams, coordinate packaging with products

Jet Black,Red, Yellow, Blue… Color with high color strength, suit dosing machine

Do not participate in the reaction, Not affect your formula, stable performance, easy to use, is our
biggest advantage.

Blended colorant can be introduced into the polyol side of Automatic continuous in the
manufacturing process.

Suitable on Normal foam, High risilence foam memory foam, Mould box foam

TDI foam, MDI foam

Mattress Foam Color Applications :Industrial

• Flexible and Slabstock Foam

• Batch box foam

• Mould foam

• Other PU products
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Mattress Foam Color Usage&Packing:

Usage:Add into polyol and full mixing

Packing: 35/200 Kg


